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Introduction
The Semantic Web is a promising framework for agents (es-
pecially software agents) to represent and share knowledge
throughout the Web; hence its utility should be evaluated
in three equally important aspects:availability – is there
enough relevant data published in the Semantic Web,acces-
sibility – can users discover and obtain the data they need
effectively, andquality – can users evaluate the data’s qual-
ity to select good information.

The first aspectavailability depends on the adoption of
semantic web technology. Our preliminary work – Swoogle
(Ding et al. 2004) has discovered over 346,126 RDF docu-
ments in the Web covering different topics such aspersonal
profile (FOAF), news feeds(RSS),digital library (Dublin
Core),copyright protection(Creative Commons),dictionary
(WordNet 1.6), andscientific data sharing(e.g. California
Invasive Species Information Catalog). Steady growth rate
of semantic web data is also observed in Swoogle Statis-
tics1. We attribute such growth to industry adoptions which
use (semi)automatic tools (Dillet al. 2003) to translate data
from database or text into semantic web data. Based on these
observations, we assume thatavailability issue is addressed
and we will finally facing a very large semantic web on the
Web (or within an enterprise’s intranet).

The latter two important aspects (accessibility and qual-
ity), however, remain neglected by semantic web research.
This dissertation pursues these two issues and proposes an
ontology based approach: building ontologies and metadata
for modeling the Semantic Web and its context (i.e.the Web
that stores semantic web data andthe agentswho produce
and consume semantic web data); and using the metadata
and ontologies to address the following challenges:

• semantic web vocabulary is published in ontologies
throughout the Web by many authors; however, its dis-
tributed and dialectic features (e.g. ‘name’ is defined un-
der 560 distinctive namespaces) made it hard to even com-
pose an effective RDF graph query. In addition, users may
be interested in the definition and usage of URIrefs before
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using them in applications.

• semantic web data accessremains in small scale, i.e.
only in-memory or database data access tools are avail-
able; however scalability issues always exist when using
the semantic web data from the entire web. Using meta-
data for RDF documents may leverage this situation.

• semantic web data qualitybecomes an important issue
because anyone can publish any statements about any re-
source in RDF graph; however, related works remain in
early stage – effective evaluation mechanisms (e.g. rank-
ing RDF resources and judging RDF graph trustworthi-
ness) are needed.

Research Overview
The Web Of Belief (WOB) ontology family models the Se-
mantic Web and its context in three interactive worlds: the
Web, the RDF graph world, and the agent world as shown
in figure 1. WOB-coreontology has been developed to
cover nodes and relations in figure 1 except trust. Ongo-
ing work includesWOB-graphontology for referencing an
arbitrary RDF graph efficiently without extending RDF syn-
tax2; WOB-swooglefor Swoogle’s semantic web metadata;
andWOB-trustontologies for user’s trust knowledge.
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Figure 1: The Semantic Web and its Context

Figure 2 shows our proposed approach to semantic web
data access activity: agent users first compose query by con-
sulting data access service and then build local RDF graph

2This feature distinct WOB-graph fromRDF reification(Hayes
2004) andNamed Graphs(Carroll et al. 2004)
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Figure 2: A semantic web data access process

by searching relevant RDF documents through data access
service. In order to keep a global view about the seman-
tic web, we have built crawler for discovering RDF doc-
ument in the web and then collecting metadata for RDF
documents and ontological terms. We also provide corre-
sponding search services in Swoogle (Dinget al. 2004).
Ongoing work is highlighted by the following: (i)Ontol-
ogy dictionaryfor managing ontologies at term level users
may construct/use ontologies by selecting relevant classes
and properties without importing the entire ontologies that
defines the term; and (ii)semantic web navigation modelfor
capturing users’ browsing behavior in the semantic web –
users enter the semantic web world through document/term
search and navigate in the semantic web using seven cate-
gories of arcs. An advanced feature of ontology dictionary is
its support to ontology emergence through reverse engineer-
ing the domain/range relation between classes and proper-
ties. Besides, we also proposedRDF sitemapfor publishing
RDF documents and adding RDF document level links; and
provenance servicefor tracking the provenance of each RDF
graph at “molecule” level and adding document-resource re-
lations. Since centralized service model is vulnerable to sin-
gle point failure, future work will explore P2P architecture
for maintaining the collected metadata and providing data
access service.

The byproduct of semantic web data access service is to
survey the semantic web in the Web and produce statistical
reports. One metric is the amount of publicly available RDF
document from web. An interesting metric is the statistics of
last-modified time of collected RDF documents, which par-
tially quantifies the deployment of semantic web. We also
need to know the distribution of the content of semantic web
data.

This dissertation also starts investigating data quality
(Wang, Storey, & Firth 1995) issues in the Semantic Web
from two aspects: (i) ontological aspect, i.e., studying the
dimensions of data quality for different concepts in WOB
and proposed ontologies for representing users quality judg-
ments (esp. trust judgments) explicitly; (ii) computational
aspect, i.e. evaluating data quality using heuristics, espe-
cially context analysis. Ongoing work is highlighted as the
following: (i) ranking importance of RDF resource and RDF
documents based onsemantic web navigation model, which
remarks the fact that RDF documents are always connected

through the usage/definition of RDF resources but seldom
connected by direct links; and (ii) evaluating trustworthiness
of a given RDF graph, which is studied by content based
approaches such as RDF graph difference (Berners-Lee &
Connolly 2004) and context based approaches such as infor-
mation security (Hyvonen 2002), trust network (Golbeck,
Parsia, & Hendler 2003; Richardson, Agrawal, & Domingos
2003). A by-product of trust analysis is a trust based seman-
tic web navigation model based on (Ding, Zhou, & Finin
2003). Currently, we only sketched some primitive thoughts,
future work will first implement and evaluate the proposed
algorithms, then investigate the applicability of other uncer-
tainty reasoning methods, and draw a better picture of se-
mantic web data quality issues.
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